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Testimonials
I have been lucky enough to try some of the new Couture Creations Stayz in Place 
Ink Pads. I was wonderfully surprised how the image stamps on both Yupo paper and 
normal cardboard. On both occasions the image dried quickly and was not able to 
be smudged in just a few minutes.  
The image was crisp, even the metallic ones. I especially love the new metallics and 
the little scraper makes it so easy to apply the ink to the inkpad. Having a re-inker 
in the set makes it really great value. I have seen the colour releases and think these 
ink pads will become a staple product for anyone making cards, mixed media and 
of colours alcohol ink projects. This is certainly a welcomed new addition in not only 
quality but also colours. I hope to collect the whole range to use in my  
alcohol ink projects.

LUCY CAMPEANU

Recently I was given the new Couture Creations Stayz in Place Ink Pads in Sterling 
Silver and Bronze Pearlised to play with and was very happy with the outcomes I got. 
I stamped my images onto several different types of surfaces - tin, photo paper, yupo 
paper, vellum, metallic paper and acetate sheets (transparencies). The ink dried very 
quickly which was great and every stamped image was clear and crisp with a hint of 
shimmery goodness. To clean my stamps I just used an all purpose stamper cleaner 
and the ink came off very easily. 
Whether your a mixed media artist, art journaler or a card maker... this would make a 
great tool in your crafting stash. I know I will be using them a lot for my next projects.

FARREL TAILOR

Couture Creations Stayz in Place Ink Pads are the must have pads to complement 
your Alcohol Inks. Not only can you use the ink pads to stamp with but you can 
create soft subtle backgrounds using simple pad to paper technique or grab one of 
your blending brushes or sponge daubers. They are perfect for stamping over your 
backgrounds you have created using alcohol inks on Yupo paper and work like a 
dream stamping on acetate.

KERRIE GURNEY

Couture Creations Stayz in Place Ink Pads are so unique and such a useful tool for 
enhancing and complimenting the Couture Creations Alcohol Inks on your projects. 
They work well with stamping sentiments or images over the top of alcohol ink 
backgrounds already on to Yupo paper. Adding the ink on to the foam ink-pad is 
relative easy with the help of the added applicator tool to help spread the ink over 
the ink pad. They stamp beautifully directly on to card stock or watercolour paper, 
as well, ready for colouring in. I just love the pearlised shimmer effect they leave 
once stamped, and with so many wonderful colours, they compliment the Couture 
Creations Alcohol Inks perfectly. 

ADRIANA BOLZON

What a fantastic product!  The new Alcohol Ink Stayz in Place is the perfect ink pad 
to work alongside your gorgeous Alcohol Ink creations. I love the Pearlized Black as 
it stamped crisp, clear and stays super black with a little shimmer when I stamped 
over my created backgrounds. It’s so nice to finally come across a Metallic ink that 
looks great on dark cardstock & Yupo – The Pearlised Rose Gold is my new fave!
The Matte Black Midi gave me a strong black finish that made my stamped images 
pop on the Yupo paper! And that Embossing Ink …  
so juicy and lush – my embossing powder had no problem sticking to it!

NATALIE MAY



Couture Creations Alcohol Ink Stayz in Place Inkpads 
combine all of the benefits of permanent inks with  
the beauty and flexibility of alcohol based inks and  
pigments for an amazingly new stamping experience.

Formulated for use on non-porous surfaces, use  
Couture Creations Yupo Paper for best results.

Perfect for use with direct to paper techniques 
or with sponge daubers. 

RELEASE ONE

Coated paper, Yupo paper and
other non-porous surfaces.

Works Best With

Approximately 5 seconds on  
uncoated paper and  
5-10 minutes for glossy/ coated 
surfaces (times may vary dependant 
upon humidity and temperature).

Drying Time

ALCOHOL INK  
STAYZ IN PLACE  

REPLACEMENT PAD

CO728198
MIDI SIZE  

MATTE JET BLACK
STAYZ IN PLACE 

ALCOHOL INK INKPAD

CO728095

MATTE BLACK STAYZ IN 
PLACE ALCOHOL INK 

AND REINKER SET

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728199 

CO728161

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728200

BLACK PEARLISED 
STAYZ IN PLACE 

ALCOHOL INK AND 
REINKER SET

CO728162

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728201

GUN METAL GREY 
PEARLISED STAYZ IN 
PLACE ALCOHOL INK 

AND REINKER SET

CO728163

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728202

STERLING SILVER 
PEARLISED STAYZ IN 
PLACE ALCOHOL INK 

AND REINKER SET

CO728164

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728203

ARCTIC WHITE 
PEARLISED STAYZ IN 
PLACE ALCOHOL INK 

AND REINKER SET

CO728165

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728204

ANTIQUE GOLD 
PEARLISED STAYZ IN 
PLACE ALCOHOL INK 

AND REINKER SET

CO728166

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728205

BRIGHT GOLD 
PEARLISED STAYZ IN 
PLACE ALCOHOL INK 

AND REINKER SET

CO728167

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728206

ROSE GOLD PEARLISED 
STAYZ IN PLACE 

ALCOHOL INK AND 
REINKER SET

CO728168

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728207

COPPER PEARLISED 
STAYZ IN PLACE 

ALCOHOL INK AND 
REINKER SET

CO728169
BRONZE PEARLISED 

STAYZ IN PLACE 
ALCOHOL INK AND 

REINKER SET

CO728170

REINKER AVAILABLE: 
CO728208

Precious

Inkpad &

more colours releasing soon

Reinker Set

Metals



Need to Know

Keep in Mind

Tip

◊ Pearlescent Shimmer finish effect that is very different to any 
other permanent ink in the market.

◊ Comes in a set which includes blank stamp pad, re-inker bottle 
and ink spreader.

◊ You do not waste as much ink as you only spread onto the pad a 
small section, you don’t need to cover the whole pad.

◊ As the set comes with no ink on the pad it extends the life of 
your stamp pad 

◊ Huge colour selection coming to align with your Couture 
Creations Alcohol Inks.

◊ Alcohol based so stamping over existing alcohol ink backgrounds 
is a perfect colour match.

◊ Complement and Enhance your Alcohol ink projects
◊ Nice crisp image
◊ If you use a blank pad, you can blend different inks onto the one 

pad, a perfect way to blend!
◊ Dries quickly ( subject to humidity ) and won’t smudge once dry. 

Non-porous surfaces may take longer to dry depending on how 
much ink is used.

◊ Stamps beautifully onto non-porous surfaces such as Yupo paper, 
acetate, tin, glass, photo paper, vellum and metallic paper and 
many other surfaces.

◊ Stamps beautifully onto to porous surfaces such as card stock, 
chipboard, water colour papers

◊ It’s a nice solid colour when stamping onto dark back grounds
◊ Being alcohol based, these pads dry out quickly. To reactivate 

your pad you can add more ink or blending solution
◊ Blank stamp pads are available and can be used to create unique 

mixed colour pads
◊ Great value
◊ Reinkers sold separately

◊ These inks are very different to any other permanent ink pads 
on the market

◊ If stamping over a background which is made of alcohol inks, 
make sure the back ground is perfectly dry so it doesn’t bleed.

◊ The ink has an Alcohol odour, this is nothing to be alarmed 
about, it will fade after time.

◊ When using on Yupo or Acetate or other non-porous surfaces 
once ink is dry avoid inking further as this can cause blurring in 
your image. 

Being alcohol based, these pads dry out very quickly. To  re-activated your pad you can add more ink or blending solution.


